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ABSTRACT: For proper functioning of the inner combustion heat engine, correct piston temperature 
distribution is required as a results of piston temperature includes a crucial influence on ignition methodology 
of engine, ignition time delay, rate of burning, thermal efficiency, and production of pollutants. Info with 
transferring at heat in consideration of combustion engines have been effectively used for special system. 
These plays important aspects in development of engine, simulation with reducing emissions. At engine piston 
contributes forces with highly parameters of forces at combustion section with pressure & load which 
generate with modeling and methodology at maximum gradient in between intake using flowing of gases 
which have a requirement of engine considering efficiency with durability elements like piston, piston rings, 
valves, and cylinder wall, at changing engine body distortions with considering weight at consuming the 
energy.  
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Introduction 
These approaches implicitly assume errors are acceptable for heat balances but may result in uncertainties 
in simulation cycles or temperature distribution analyses. many of these models embrace the gas-side wall 
temperature as a variable to induce the heat flux through the cylinder walls. numerous mathematical 
models ar projected at the side of correlations supported dimensional analysis, that unit wide accepted. 
Though the models propose totally different heat fluxes, their evolution over the cycle is comparable. 
Furthermore, thermal analyses would like the gas-side wall temperature to evaluate temperature 
distribution and so the thermo mechanical behavior of elements with the use of bounds coating. totally 
different researchers, having known one correlation for one small-scale cool engine, acknowledge that these 
correlation parameters do not appear to be valid for an additional small-scale cool engine with similar 
characteristics.  
In most heat transfer analyses the external surface temperatures from that heat is extracted do not appear 
to be measured. this will be the case for cool engines, where this temperature is often assumed to be capable 
the fluid temperature or is calculated from hypotheses that unit specific for cool engines and typically 
assume constant temperature for all operative points. This approach cannot be calculated to chill engines as 
a results of the temperature field inside the inner surface changes with the operative conditions. Some 
studies relating to heat transfer in cool engines ar discovered and most of them ponder two-stroke and/or 
spark-ignition engines.  
 

Review of Literature  
Maher A.R. Sadiq Al-Baghdadi et al., (2016) this paper investigates mechanical and thermal stresses that 
arise at intervals the valve thanks to its operative with and whereas not thermal coating layer (ceramic) on 
face valve. three dimensional models of degree valve four cylinders, four stroke, and direct injection heat 
engine are given. The governing equations were discredited using a finite-volume technique (FVM) and 
resolved exploitation multi-physics COMSOL package Version 5. The engine’s valve crown is coated with 
varied materials in varied thermal physical phenomenon resembling (Gd2Zr2O7), over a 150μm thickness 
of bond coat. The utmost thickness of coating is regarding 300 μm. Results indicate that after creating a 
coating layer valve the temperature distribution, temperature gradients distribution, von-Mises stress 
distribution and displacement distribution area unit decreased . 
S K Sharma et al., (2014) at a lower place steady state, a thermal investigation has been taken to test 
operative temperatures and heat rate of flow at intervals the valves of Associate in Nursing AV1 heat engine. 
Temperatures, temperature fields and heat rate of flow were measured at a lower place all four thermal 
loading conditions (full, third-fourth, 0.5 and no load) exploitation FORCE-2 metal (finite element) code. 
Acceptable averaged thermal boundary conditions were assault completely completely different surfaces for 
metal model. Results obtained at intervals the engine valves discovered that to boot to heat transferred by 
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convection and radiation from combustion gases, the temperature and heat flux distributions area unit 
considerably laid low with heat conduction from valve seat. Contours of temperature fields introduce were 
shown still. Results show that, the foremost reason behind the valve safety is valve deformation and thus the 
good thermal stress. thus it's potential to additional decrease the valve temperature with structure 
improvement. flow the temperature in varied components of the heat engine, we'll amendment the cooling, 
or we'll improve the materials, or maybe we'll improve the properties of the fuels. The FEA result provides 
effective theoretical proof for additional up the valves’ performance. The analysis confirmed the various 
variations previously discovered between the various ways in which. 
K. Venkata Narayana et al., (2015) Intake and exhaust valves area unit important engine components that 
area unit accustomed management the flow of intake and exhaust gases in combustion engines. They area 
unit won’t to seal the operational house at intervals the cylinder against the manifolds; and are opened and 
closed by implies that of what is said because the valve train mechanism... These valves area unit loaded by 
spring forces and subjected to thermal loading thanks to heat and pressure at intervals the cylinder. This 
study is forced on completely completely different failure modes of combustion engine valves. Stress curve 
is prepared. Such a curve helps in scrutiny the fatigue failure for completely {different|totally completely 
different|completely different} materials at different high temperatures and can to boot assist the 
researchers in developing the valve materials with a prolonged life. For achieving beyond sad goals couple –
field, fatigue and transient analysis are visiting be done on valves to figure out structural and thermal 
behavior in operational condition. 
V G Cioata et al., (2017) the piston is one of the foremost important components of the inner combustion 
engine. Piston fails in the main thanks to mechanical stresses and thermal stresses. throughout this paper is 
ready by exploitation the finite part technique, stress and displacement distribution due the flue pressure 
and temperature, one by one and combined. The FEA is performed by CAD and CAE code. The results area 
unit compared with those obtained by the analytical technique and conclusions are drawn. 
 

Discussion 
In recent years, thanks to the process of oil and thus the growing environmental concern, there has been an 
increase in demand for economical and clean IC engines. To satisfy this demand, automobile industries have 
step by step developed engines that area unit lots of unpolluted and economical. at intervals the particular 
case of diesel engines, outstanding progress has been created, this might be incontestable by the actual fact 
that sales of diesel vehicles have recently overtaken organic compound automobile. Exhaust gas treatment 
technologies have to boot competed a big role in making vehicle superabundant cleaner.  
The durability and output potential of such engines continues to be powerfully joined to the operative 
temperature of the many elementary components, resembling cylinder bores, exhaust valves, valve bridges, 
valve seats and piston crowns. The thermal stresses developed in these elementary components have the 
potential to decrease the durability and output of the engine. at intervals the light-weight of upper than 
draw back, analysis communities have drawn their attention on new trends of engine designs i.e. making it 
adiabatic by creating air cavities in cylinder wall, piston body and valves. The air cavity created at intervals 
the valves acts as degree insulating medium and prevents the heat flow, so the need of providing insulation 
coating on valves is reduced. the foremost motive of this will be to chop back weight of engine and worth 
associated with thermal coating. 

Table: Heat transfer parameter for four different cases of engine loading 
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Heat transfer parameter for four totally different cases of engine loading 
It seems that heat received from the new gas is exaggerated with increase at intervals the engine 
combustion temperature (Tg). Equally heat lost to seat, heat lost to bush and heat lost to air can increase 
with engine combustion temperature. for every the cases heat gain by the valve from the new gases is same 
but heat lost to valve seat, air and valve bush is slightly decreases. As result indicates that thanks to 
presence of air gap at intervals the valve stem, there is no such significant decrease towards the heat flow 
but the mass of the valve is reduced whereas not touching rife of its strength. so with the help of this air 
cavity at intervals the valve, weight and price associated with the engine is reduced. 
 

Conclusion 
Related studies indicate that degree air cavity applied at intervals the piston has the following effects:  

 It decreases the overall vital sign of the piston. The values of temperature and then thermal stress 
will additional decrease by increasing the cavity thickness up to a specific limit. 

 By the applying of this cavity at intervals the piston, the reduction in heat loss through the piston is 
found to be nearly four. The share distribution of heat loss through cooling media remains 
unaffected at low lots whereas it's significantly affected at high lots. 
 

The temperature and heat transfer unit obtained by indirect analysis of the boundary conditions of the 
piston. The variation integral technique in FEM bestowed here may even be used for various components of 
I.C. engines, resembling the body of water and exhaust valves, cylinder heads, etc. this system could also be a 
robust tool for the design engineer once utilised within the initial stages of the design of a semi-adiabatic 
engine. In development work, it permits the event engineer to slender the vary of the experimental work 
and then save vital time and expense.  
As engine load can increase, temperature of the piston and cylinder wall can increase exponentially and 
encompasses a positive relationship. The piston temperature for every engine load condition tested was 
estimated and smart agreement was obtained with the expected results. These results are in step with those 
delineate at intervals the technical literature. 
The projected methodology can also be extended to figure out temperatures of various components of the 
combustion chamber, on balance taking into consideration its particularities. These temperatures, aboard 
experimental measurements and thus the estimations calculated, is accustomed acquire degree integral 
engine losses model for the engine to a lower place analysis. The event of this integral heat transfer model is 
object of current analysis 
 

In the combustion chamber engines, variety of the weather like plate, cylinder liner, piston and valve unit 
most thermal loaded components as a results of they are in direct contact with the flam. thanks to this they 
losses their strength and slightly deform from its original state. so it becomes important to calculate the 
strain distribution therefore on regulate the deformations at intervals acceptable levels. The thermal stress 
and mechanical stress level depends on the distribution of temperature at intervals the weather, thermal 
load, constant of thermal growth, young modulus of property, form of the weather and cooling conditions.  
 

For thermal form of an indoor combustion heat engine valves, degree correct estimation of heat transfer for 
varied locations is of serious importance. Heat transfer affects the performance, efficiency and emissions, 
still as period of time of the engine components, resembling piston, rings and valves. therefore on regulate 
the thermal stresses and deformations at intervals acceptable levels it is important to calculate the valve 
temperature distribution. due to exposure to hot exhausts gases; the valve of an indoor combustion engine 
is one in every of the foremost essential components. the design of valves depends on many parameters, 
resembling fluid dynamics of the exhaust gas, fatigue strength of the valve material, reaction characteristics 
of the valve material, exhaust gas behavior of the material at heat, the configuration of the plate, the fluid 
flow, the shape of the exhaust port, etc. to urge degree optimum condition and proper estimations of heat 
flow rates, the temperature distribution in valves unit needed. Thermal analysis guides USA to vogue and 
optimize the engine components to estimate heat flow accurately and consequently prevents failure of the 
weather thanks to excessive stresses, fatigue, corrosion, etc. varied works are assigned at intervals the study 
of heat transfer correlation in combustion engines. 
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